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Abstract. Automatic emotion detection in textual information is critical for the 
development of intelligent interfaces in many interactive multimedia applica-
tions. In the literature, existing approaches based on keyword spotting or statis-
tic natural language process techniques, have limited success rate in free text 
emotion sensing applications. In this paper, we describe a system, developed in 
the framework of the National ChiNan University and LORIA collaboration, 
that associates semantic labeling and web mining techniques, to detect several 
basic emotions. A common sense knowledgebase – ConceptNet – is also used 
in order to retrieve some additional contextual information that can be used to 
retrieve appropriate background images for the presentation. Our objective is to 
adapt a multimedia presentation by detecting emotions contained in the textual 
information. 

1. Introduction 

In the current web-based environment, to make an “affective” and aesthetic hyperme-
dia presentation needs serious collaborating work among content experts, computer 
engineers and multimedia designers. This process usually is very time consuming and 
labor intensive. 
During the past 3 years, the Digital Archive team of the National ChiNan University 
has devoted much effort on developing intelligent styling techniques [1] that can 
automatically compose Flash-based hypermedia presentations based on the emotion 
desired by users. 
At LORIA, MLIF “Multi Lingual Information Framework” [2, 3] is being designed 
with the objective of providing a common conceptual model and a platform allowing 
interoperability among several translation and localization standards, such as 
XLIFF [4], TMX [5] and i18n [6], and by extension, their committed tools. MLIF is 
based on a methodology of standardization resulting from the ISO (sub-committees 



TC37 / SC3 "Computer Applications for Terminology" and SC4 "Language Re-
sources Management"). The asset of MLIF is the interoperability which allows ex-
perts to gather, under the same conceptual unit, various tools and representations 
related to multilingual data1. 
Of all the multimedia modalities, text is particularly important for sensing emotion 
because the majority of today’s computer user interfaces are textual-based. To detect 
emotion out of textual data is not easy. Some research work using “Keyword-
Spotting” [7, 8], “Lexical affinity” techniques to extract the emotion [9], but the re-
sults are not satisfactory. In this article, we will present a novel approach of emotion 
detection using based on shallow semantic analysis of English textual content. A 
common sense knowledgebase – ConceptNet – is also used in order to retrieve some 
additional contextual information that can be used to retrieve appropriate background 
images for the presentation. In the following section, the underlying approach and an 
example application of an affective chatting room will be described. 
As a collaborating work between the National ChiNan University and LORIA, the 
next step is to develop techniques that automatically sense the underlying emotion 
from multimedia and multilingual contents to invoke corresponding hypermedia pres-
entations with correct styles. In particular, we would like to:  

 
1.  Enhance the current mechanism to detect emotion out of textual data; 
2. Apply  the MLIF as a bridge allowing to process multilingual textual data; 
3. Study the mechanisms for intelligent styling system to make presentations with 

styles corresponding to the correct emotions.  
 
As a first step of our collaboration, we have developed a prototype system that associ-
ates a semantic labeling tool and a web mining engine, in order to detect emotions 
(i.e. happiness, sadness, anger, fear, surprise, …). It should be noted that, currently, 
multilingual and intelligent styling aspects have not yet been implemented in the 
proposed  prototype system. These important aspects of our research work will be 
taken progressively into account. 

2. Literature review. 

In the literature, there are a number of approaches to textual emotion detection. Key-
word spotting approaches apparently can’t apply to sentences without clear affective 
keywords. Lexical affinity techniques classify the emotion of a linguistic unit based 
on the affinity of the linguistic unit and an affective keyword. For example, if a phrase 
appears closely much more often with the work “happy” than “sad”, it is reasonable to 
believe that the emotion associated this phrase is happy. Such approach requires a 

                                                             
1 It should also be noted that, within the framework of ITEA “Passepartout” project [10], we 

are experimenting with some basic scenarios where MLIF is associated to XMT (eXtended 
MPEG-4 Textual format [11]) and to SMIL (Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language 
[12]). Our main objective in this project is to associate MLIF to multimedia standards (e.g. 
MPEG-4, MPEG-7, and SMIL) in order to be able, within multimedia systems, to represent 
and to handle multilingual content in an efficient, rigorous and interactive manner. 



really large scale corpus and a really sophisticated search engine to get statistically 
significant results. The search engine need not only retrieves all documents with the 
phrases but also need to determine the distance of the two phrases. Without the dis-
tance information, the approach can be trapped easily. For example, a query to Goo-
gle using “war, happy” gets many more pages than “war, sad”.  
Alm [13] proposed a sentence level emotion classifier by feeding a machine learning 
algorithm in a training corpus of affectively annotated texts. The approach take into 
account a number of features such as the emotion words, punctuation, and story pro-
gress, thematic story type, etc. The primitive results appear to be promising when 
given a sufficiently large text input within certain narrative structures. However, the 
applicability of such emotion sensing to domain-independent text in sentence level 
has to be investigated further. Hugo [14] provides a novel approach to detect sen-
tence-level emotion based on a large-scale common sense knowledgebase. The ap-
proach inherits affective nature of everyday situations (such as “getting into a car 
accident”) to classify sentences into emotion categories. Essentially, a number of 
affect keywords act as the “emotion grounds” for assigning the sentences with clear 
affect keywords. Emotion of sentences without clear affect keywords are assigned 
automatically by propagating the emotion with a certain relationship between. The 
accuracy of such propagation process has not yet been investigated. Also, limited 
coverage of the knowledge based present limitation of such approach in more general 
applications.  
Emotion theories, particularly that of Ortony, Clore and Collins [15], have been used 
widely in order to detect emotion within interaction systems [16, 17, 18]. Through a 
variety of hand-crafted models of affect, based on psychological theories, such ap-
proach specifies how events, agents and objects are appraised according to an indi-
vidual’s goals, standards and attitudes. Because of the thorough nature of the ap-
proach, its application in free text requires a deep understanding and analysis of the 
text which require deep semantic parsing technology that is rather beyond the reach of 
current naturally language processing technologies. On the other hand, over the past 
few years, the advancement of the shallow semantic parsing tools actually reaches to 
an acceptable accuracy rate in English sentences [19]. Before the birth of a really 
sophisticated deep semantic parser, we argue that the emotion theories should be 
modified to some extent to fully take advantage of the state-of-art semantic labeling 
techniques for emotion detection. In the following section, we will explain the general 
idea and primitive results of our methodology. Note that, each of the above mentioned 
existed approaches might find their best applications in certain scenarios. A real 
through system should combine those existed approaches to achieve a higher accuracy 
rate. 

3. A System for Emotion Detection 

Currently, we are building a system that uses a semantic role labeling tool in order to 
detect emotions within textual information. In order to validate our ideas, we are only 
working with English. Later, by using MLIF, the system should also include French 
and Chinese.  



In our current emotion detection system, we are using two publicly available tools: a 
semantic labeling tool developed by the Cognitive Computation Group of the Univer-
sity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign [20], and a web mining engine as Google [21]. 
The semantic labeling tool implements a semantic role labeling (SRL) in which, for 
each verb in a sentence, the goal is to identify all constituents that fill a semantic role, 
and to determine their roles, such as Agent, Patient or Instrument, and their adjuncts, 
such as Locative, Temporal or Manner. 
By using this tool, some input text may be parsed and labeled with several different 
components: “subjects”, “objects”, “verbs”, etc. Figure 1(a) shows the labeling of the 
input text: “A girl met a tiger”. The semantic role labeling output gives a three parts 
result:  

 
1. “A girl” is tagged with A0 (i.e. subject); 
2. “met” is tagged with V:met ; 
3. “a tiger” is tagged with A1 (i.e. object).  
 
Figure 1(b) shows more some tags and their corresponding annotations in the seman-
tic labeling tool. 

 

 
Figure 1. “Semantic Role Labeling of the sentence “A girl met a tiger” ”. 

A web mining engine (i.e. “Google”) is also used within the proposed system. A web 
mining engine allows searching from a specific keyword and provides purely empiri-
cal answers to lexical questions. Google’s “define” function is a service which gives 
up-to-date definitions automatically gathered from the internet. Figure 2 and Figure 3 
shows the definitions of “Tiger” and “Wolf” respectively. 



 
 

Figure 2. “Google’s definition of “Tiger””. 

One of the definitions of “Tiger” mentions that: “Tigers are predatory carnivores”. 
We also found that, one of the definitions of “Wolf” indicates “any of various preda-
tory carnivorous canine mammals of North America…”. 
 

 
Figure 3. “Google’s definition of “Wolf””. 

From the two definitions above, we find that the adjective “predatory” appears in the 
definitions of “Tiger” and “Wolf”. Next, we save the specific adjective “predatory” 
into a table with some code like “ADJ_#”. If the system detects different words con-
taining the same definition, it will reference them by using the same adjective. So far, 



we have only considered 15 different adjective categories (see Table 1). We will in-
crease the number of adjective categories progressively. 

 
id adjective adj code id adjective adj code 
29 illicit ADJ_13 6 youthful ADJ_3 

30 illegitimate ADJ_13 7 carnivorous ADJ_5 

31 criminal ADJ_13 4 predatory ADJ_5 

32 felonious ADJ_13 5 rapacious ADJ_5 

25 unlawful ADJ_13 13 reptile ADJ_7 

37 difficult ADJ_14 17 hazardous ADJ_8 

38 hard ADJ_14 8 lacking ADJ_9 

39  rough  ADJ_14 83 precious ADJ_20 

40  laborious ADJ_14 33 awful ADJ_18 

Table 1. “Some adjective categories and their corresponding code numbers”. 

 
Our approach differs from other related research work significantly. Some methods 
can only perform classification to tell which emotional category a sentence belongs to 
by detecting the emotional keywords out of the sentences [7, 8]. Our method takes 
into account some semantic issues that help to analyze sentences like “A girl met a 
tiger”. We are currently working only with seven different emotions: “Happiness”, 
“Sadness”, “Anger”, “Fear”, “Disgust”, “Surprise” and “Neutral”. 
So, how do we detect emotions? Let’s go back to the sentence “A girl met a tiger”. 
When we analyze (i.e. Semantic Labeling Role) this sentence, we obtain that: “A girl” 
is the subject of the sentence, “met” is the verb of the sentence, and “a tiger” is the 
object of the sentence. Next, subjects and objects are linked to adjectives respectively 
based on their Google-define results. In the sentence “A girl met a tiger”, the subject 
(i.e. “A girl”) is linked to the adjective “youthful” (i.e. ADJ_3), and the object (i.e. “a 
tiger”) is linked to the adjective “predatory” (i.e. ADJ_5). Finally, we combine 
ADJ_3 and ADJ_5 by using the verb “meet”. The result is a “Fear” emotion (see 
Figure 4 and Table 2). 
 
In our current prototype system, the primitive emotion model is created using a man-
ual procedure. Table 2 shows a partial list of the emotion rules for different combina-
tion of some selected adjectives and a verb. If we take the record (id:35) as an exam-
ple (i.e. Girl buy jewel), the subject (i.e. Girl) and the object (i.e. jewel) of this sen-
tence are related to adjectives “ADJ_3” (i.e. youthful) and “ADJ_20” (i.e. precious) 
respectively. If we combine these adjectives with the verb “buy” (or “purchase”, 
“shop”), we obtain a “happy” emotion. 



 
Figure 4. “Combining subjects and objects with verbs for emotion detection”. 

 
id verb combination emotion Example 
35 buy ADJ_3:ADJ_20 happy Girl buy jewel 

22 abandon ADJ_3:ADJ_8 happy Girl abandon smok-
ing 

23 kill ADJ_5:ADJ_3 sad Tiger kill girl 

25 kill ADJ_3:ADJ_5 surprised Girl kill tiger 

34 compete ADJ_3:ADJ_5 surprised Girl compete tiger 

36 ease ADJ_3:ADJ_8 happy Girl ease smoking 

30 hate ADJ_3:ADJ_16 angry Girl hate tsunami 

31 hate ADJ_3:ADJ_5 angry Girl hate tiger 

4 meet ADJ_3:ADJ_7 fear Girl meet tiger 

6 meet ADJ_5:ADJ_3 fear Tiger meet girl 

7 meet ADJ_9:ADJ_3 sad Poor meet girl 

8 meet ADJ_3:ADJ_9 sad Girl meet poor 

9 meet ADJ_3:ADJ_5 fear Girl meet tiger 

33 compete ADJ_3:ADJ_16 surprised Girl compete tsu-
nami. 

Table 2. “Combining adjectives and verbs”. 

 
Also, in order to be able to handle more verbs, a table which contains verbs and their 
synonyms has been constructed (see Table 3). By establishing this table, the system 
will handle more verbs which have the same attribute with the same rules. For exam-
ple, we consider that “abandon”, “leave”, and “cease” are synonyms. So far, we have 



13 classifications in our system. The synonyms in Table 3 are referred from the on-
line Yahoo-Dictionary (http://tw.dictionary.yahoo.com/). 
 

id verb group id verb group 
5 discard abandon 28 hate hate 

12 acquire acquire 29 dislike hate 

13 gain acquire 30 despise hate 

14 earn acquire 1 destroy kill 

15 secure acquire 8 kill kill 

16 obtain acquire 9 slay kill 

24 astonish astonish 10 slaughter kill 

25 surprise astonish 11 murder kill 

26 amaze astonish 6 meet meet 

27 astound astonish 50 encounter meet 

31 buy buy 51 join meet 

32 shop buy 7 see meet 

Table 3. “Some verbs and their synonyms”. 

So, the Semantic Role Labeling of the sentence “A girl met a tiger” allows to detect a 
“Fear” emotion.  
In our prototype system, Concept Net is just used in order to retrieve some additional 
information (i.e. Location, for example). Actually, we can use Concept Net in order to 
find a place associated to “tiger”. Figure 5 shows a request sent to Concept Net. 
 

 
Figure 5. Sending a request to Concept Net. 

So, one of the possible locations (i.e. LocationOf) related to “tiger” is “in jungle”. 
This information may be useful, essentially, in order to change the background image 
or the background audio of a multimedia application. 



4. A chatting room application. 

In order to illustrate our proposals, we have built an “affective chatting room”. Figure 
6 shows the general architecture of this application. 

 
Figure 6. The general architecture of a “chatting room application”. 

This kind of application has been frequently used in order to illustrate emotion detec-
tion from textual information [22, 23]. However, it should be noted that, even if the 



chatting room application we have developed is similar to those of [22, 23], we have 
not used the same models, techniques and methods. In these systems [22, 23] emo-
tions are detected by means of “Keyword-Spotting”. In our system, emotions are 
detected by combining subjects and objects with verbs. Subjects and objects are iden-
tified by associating results obtained from: a semantic labeling tool and a Google’s 
define operation. Finally, ConceptNet requests are used in order to retrieve some 
additional information (i.e. Location, for example).  

 
Figure 7 shows the user interface of our chatting room application. On the right-hand 
side of this interface one should note that the analysis (i.e. Semantic Role Labeling) of 
the sentence “It’s a good car” leads to the “happiness” emotion. Detecting this emo-
tion may allow to change, for example, the background image and color of the user 
interface. 
 

 
Figure 7. The chatting room application. 

To present the sentences in the chatting room, we use an intelligent styling engine 
developed by ChiNan university to properly adapt the hypermedia presentation based 
on the emotion of the sentence. In the overall framework, intelligent styling engine 
will receive the information “subject” and “object” from the semantic labeling proce-
dure and emotion results of each sentence. A corresponding presentation containing 
background images, background audios, and others with appropriate style will be 
selected.  
 
 
 



5. Conclusion and future work. 

In the framework of the National ChiNan University and LORIA collaboration, we 
have presented a prototype system that associates a semantic labeling tool to a web 
mining engine in order to detect emotions. A common sense knowledgebase as, Con-
cept Net, may also be used in order to retrieve some additional information that can 
be used to retrieve appropriate background images for the presentations. 

 
To make the emotion detection system more robust, in the future there are a number 
of issues we intend to explore further. 

 
1. First, more argument labels within the semantic labeling techniques should be 

taken into account in the emotion model;  
2. Second, more adjective groups need to be included in the emotion model to ac-

count for more emotions. 
3. Third, it should be noted that, frequently, in order to obtain an accurate emotion for 

a sentence, the context in which a sentence is used must be taken into account. We 
intend to incorporate various “story-understanding” techniques to take account of 
the context information for emotion detection; 

4. Finally, we intend to apply to other languages, such as French, Chinese, Spanish, 
… etc. with the assistance of MLIF. 
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